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WHO WAS RIGHT

‘TO SAVE AND HOW TO SAVE
Jonas decides in favor of a Fraternal Society. It ia 

now thirty-six year» since he rode the goat. He is an old 
cripple, friendless and destitate, yet be cannot draw any 
benefits from his investment unless he is siek or “dead." 
Had Jones' choice been an INDUSTRIAL 8AV1HGB BAKE 
POLICY, be woald have drawn one half of all the money 
he paid in, or 1260 after twenty years, and have received 
a new policy for S350, and four years hence he would 
again be entitled to another half of hie premluntaer #260 
each, and a new policy for $130, in alia total value of 1650.

Brown is younger hut wiser than either Smith nilfmm. 
and taking advantage of hie young age, he takes out a 
UNION LIFE SAVINGS BANK POLICY for |71S. Twenty 
years later, while still in hie prime, he gets a Paid-Up Ufa 
Policy for #600 and #285 In Chah. Had he followed Smith’s 
example and gone deer hunting, or fallen foul of one of 
those I-did not-know-it-waa-loaded 
have received from the UNION 
#13.00.

They were no longer ** getting money frtm" ’ome”—- 
married and aged 41, 80 and 25 respectively. Having now 
nothing to depend on for their livelihood or that of their 
families but the fruit of their daily labor, they soon realised 
the imperativeness of laying something aside for their old 
days. " To Save and How to Save ” was a problem that 
was often discussed, but never solved, until one day they 
agreed to save 50 seats a week, and invest it to the belt 
of their judgment, and here is what happened:—

Smith favored the Savings Bank, and he accordingly 
invested bis 50c. in one of them. Six months later he goes 
deer hunting, and " ■ 1 -— his widow
drew from the bank #18.00 (jest enough to pay the plumber 
for the last washer he pet in the kitchen tap). If Smith 
had taken out an INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS BANK POLICY 
instead, Mrs. Smith would have received from the UNION 
LIFE #490 instead of #18.00
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